Brian and Renee Gaylor both have business management, accounting and marketing experience, 25 and 15 years respectively. Both wanted to open a business where everyone could feel welcomed and comfortable visiting and enjoying a good cup of coffee. They also noticed the newest business trend being that of a vapor shop which seems like an excellent alternative to conventional smoking. Thus, The Garage Coffee, Music & More, business concept was born. The Gayslors were referred to the Sul Ross SBDC by Doug May, Executive Director of the Fort Stockton Economic Development Corporation. Advisor Loretta Garcia worked with Renee Gaylor on a feasibility study to solidify their business plan projected figures. Garcia reviewed the area and national demographic and came up with conservative figures which did in fact justify Mrs. Gayslors figures. Brian and Renee operate by The Garage CCM LLC. The Garage provides a local place for residents and travelers to get great coffee drinks at a reasonable price, in a unique high-energy environment, while experiencing the wealth of talent that is available in regional artists and musicians, as well as the music styles and art forms that are often overlooked. They have created four jobs. Stop by and buy from an assortment of coffees, coffee flavors, vapor cigarettes, vapor flavors and accessories, as well.

“Thank you for your assistance; our venture has met and surpassed our expectations”, Renee Gaylor.